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Abstract: The contaminating effects of economic activity and the scarcity of natural resources has
led firms to a situation in which corporate strategy has been compromised by environmental issues.
The objective of this paper is to analyse some of the factors determining the pro-environmental
change process by considering the drivers encouraging firms to progress in environmental protection
and the barriers that curb this progress. Using a structural equation model implemented on a sample
of 303 firms, our results confirm a direct and positive effect of stakeholder pressure and of the
expectations of obtaining competitive advantages from the pro-environmental change process.
The results also confirmed the indirect effect of stakeholder pressure on pro-environmental change
through managers’ expectations of obtaining competitive advantages, which play a mediating role
in the firm’s response. Although managers interpret the barriers we have studied as obstacles to
adopting environmental protection measures, they do not prevent any firm from reaching advanced
levels of pro-environmental change.

Keywords: stakeholder pressure; barriers; expectations of competitive advantages; pro-environmental
change; environmental proactivity; manager’s perception

1. Introduction

The environmental affinity of the consumer society of the twenty-first century is changing and
progressing vertiginously. This fact, together with the situation of environmental saturation affecting
our planet, has led to changes in companies’ behaviour. Organisations have changed and adapted their
strategies to make them more environmentally friendly by minimising their environmental impacts and
use of resources. However, which specific factors have made them undertake this pro-environmental
change process?

Specialised literature in environmental management has found that environmental factors
have often become fully integrated in corporate strategy. The 1990s saw the origins of the natural
resource-based view [1] and the consolidation of the bases for the knowledge of the economic
benefits of environmental proactivity in companies [2,3]. Only some firms’ environmental strategy
levels are proactive, however, since other firms’ levels remain reactive by merely complying with
the most immediate environmental requirements. The reasons for this diversity in firms’ strategic
environmental behaviour continue to be a subject of interest in the academic literature. There are
several studies that have listed, classified, and analysed important drivers that can help businesses
progress towards advanced or proactive strategies of environmental behaviour [4,5]. This trend
includes the line of research that has put forward stakeholder pressure as one of the main drivers of
environmental proactivity [6–8]. Others have analysed how the company’s manager’s expectations
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of obtaining competitive advantages influence attitudes to the environment [9–15], but only a few,
such as Garcés-Ayerbe et al. [16] or Schaltenbrand et al. [17], have considered managers as recipients
that interpret and analyse stakeholder pressures based on their expectations of obtaining competitive
advantages. It is precisely this area of knowledge that our research intends to examine. Consequently,
this study aims to focus on the direct influence on pro-environmental change of stakeholder pressure
and the expectations of obtaining advantages. In addition, it also aims to analyse how managers’
interpretation of pro-environmental change as an opportunity to obtain competitive advantages has
an effect that conditions the response to stakeholder pressure.

Discovering the effects of these determinants on pro-environmental change is not the only
objective of this study. These factors acting as drivers of pro-environmental change are usually
accompanied by barriers or obstacles that can hinder or prevent progress towards strategic positions
that are more environmentally proactive. The perspective of barriers to environmental progress in
firms has been analysed by authors such as ([18–24], among others); however, an overall approach
integrating both drivers and barriers has been less studied. Consequently, this study aims to analyse
both the drivers and barriers determining firms’ pro-environmental behaviour.

To sum up, the purpose of this study is to analyse which factors act as drivers pushing
the firm towards pro-environmental change and to complete this model with the study of some
barriers that curb the process. In other words, we intend to analyse how different factor types
determine the adoption of proactive environmental strategies and their positive or negative influence
on the pro-environmental change process. The main contributions of this work to the literature
are: (i) the specification of a joint model to analyse drivers and obstacles simultaneously in the
pro-environmental change process; (ii) the study of a stakeholder pressure model that considers
managers’ expectations of obtaining a competitive advantages as a mediating factor when responding
to this pressure.

Our research is structured into four additional sections. The second presents a theoretical
framework based on the literature that studies the drivers and barriers determining the
pro-environmental change process in firms. The next section presents the empirical analysis for
the hypothesis test. The study provides relevant results that are presented in the last discussion and
conclusions section.

2. Theoretical Framework

2.1. Pro-Environmental Change

As anticipated, environmental aspects have become part of firms’ strategic management process.
Pioneering authors, such as Porter [25], Hart [26], and Aragón-Correa [27] established the bases for
studying the environmental position in corporate strategy. The study of environmental strategy begins
by focusing on a term coined as ‘environmental proactivity’.

Since then, the literature on environmental management has analysed how companies evolve
in their strategic environmental position to levels of ‘environmental proactivity’. This advanced
status is understood as following a strategy whereby the firm incorporates measures to reduce
and control its environmental impact; these measures go further than those required by legislation,
public pressure and institutionalised standards in industry [27–29]. Scientific research on this aspect
has resulted in a wealth of studies proposing several classifications of firms’ strategic positions
on the environment. Although there are several proposals (including from two or three up to
five categories or patterns of environmental behaviour), all share a similar structure that considers from
the least advanced (passive or reactive) strategies to more proactive environmental strategies [7,30–32].
Pioneering studies, such as those by Hunt and Auster [33], Roome [34], Henriques and Sadorsky [35],
and Buysse and Verbeke [8], have already proposed strategic classifications that vary from passive or
inactive positions, include prevention, defence and/or accommodation and end in behaviour patterns
associated with proactivity and environmental leadership. Although this is not of interest for this
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paper, pro-environmental behaviour has also been studied at an employee level [36–38]. This trend
includes arguments pertaining to several external factors that influence the behaviour of a firm’s
workers, who, ultimately, also participate in the firm’s behaviour [36].

Based on the lines of research established by previous analysed literature this study uses the
term pro-environmental change to refer to any modification the company makes in its production
cycle and/or its structure to reduce its environmental impact. This decrease in impact can involve
pollution prevention and control, a significant decrease in the use of resources, or changes in operation
or management procedures, among other possibilities. The empirical definition of this variable is based
on the work of Garcés-Ayerbe et al. [39], which considers the scope or diversity in the adoption of
these types of measures and the extent to which they are adopted.

2.2. Drivers of Pro-Environmental Change

As in other spheres of corporate decision-making, the adoption of more advanced or proactive
environmental strategies could be determined by a series of factors that foster or, in contrast,
hinder the adoption of measures to improve environmental performance. The drivers or fostering
factors of environmental proactivity are diverse. Some of the most prominent in the literature
are stakeholder pressure, certain favourable firm’s intrinsic characteristics and certain favourable
external or environmental factors [4]. These groups of factors also each contain a good set of specific
determinants that have been previously analysed by the literature. In recent years, alongside studies
analysing stakeholder requirements and environmental pressure, papers focusing on the organisation’s
external or internal aspects and its economic and financial characteristics have proliferated [11,40,41].
The scope of our study cannot analyse all the drivers of a firm’s environmental position. Instead
we aim to further the study of some of them: stakeholder pressure and managerial expectations of
obtaining competitive advantages with pro-environmental change.

2.2.1. Stakeholder Pressure

The term ‘stakeholder’ refers to a group or individual that can affect or be affected by compliance
with a firm’s objectives [42]. Therefore, it refers to all groups or individuals directly or indirectly
related to the company, and specifically to the bidirectional decision-making process. As decisions
concerning environmental issues are crucial in this bidirectional decision-making process, these aspects
should be considered within stakeholder theory [1,6]. In accordance with this theory, the company’s
decision-makers can promote the adoption of more proactive or advanced strategic environmental
positions to meet stakeholder requirements and expectations [4,16]. Although there is a long list of
environmental practices that a firm can adopt to improve its environmental performance, stakeholders
can have a positive influence on the firm adopting them, irrespective of the type or form of these
measures [43,44]. As an example of this, several authors have defended the importance of stakeholders
as a determining factor in environmental strategy, specifically progress towards a higher level of
proactivity [4,6,8,29,35,45], among others). Research into stakeholders is becoming more abundant
and it continues to position and study them as an important factor in determining environmental
strategy [7,10,13,16].

There are several stakeholder types that, according to the literature, influence how firms address
environmental protection. Taking as a basis the classifications made by Fineman and Clarke [6],
Henriques and Sadorsky [35], Buysse and Verbeke [8], and Murillo-Luna et al. [7], we can find several
stakeholders, such as regulators and other internal and external stakeholders. In addition, in the latter
two groups we can distinguish between main and secondary stakeholders. Regulators refer to any
level that can use regulations to force or foster the establishment of any environmental measures
in the firm. Internal stakeholders refer to any group of agents with a contractual relationship with
the company, for example employees, shareholders or clients (main) and providers or suppliers
(secondary). Lastly, external stakeholders include agents with non-contractual relationships with the
company, for example, the community or society (main) and the media and competitors (secondary).
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Concerning regulators, Porter’s hypothesis already posited that regulatory pressure could
lead to important competitive benefits for the company as it fosters strategic environmental
improvements through innovation [2,3]. The Porter hypothesis has been revisited to establish
that the type of regulation is relevant to the manner of environmental strategy development [46].
Command-and-control policies, such as pollution standards, are mainly related to the generation
of reactive strategies [18,47–49]. However voluntary or market-based instruments, such as tradable
emission permits, are able to generate more proactive behaviours, thus improving regulation effects in
the firm [46,50,51]. This is because compliance flexibility is greater in this type of instrument compared
with command-and-control regulations [51,52]. Firms’ environmental strategy does not only respond
to the pressure of environmental regulation, but also to a far larger group of stakeholders that includes
clients, employees, suppliers, nearby communities, the media, financial institutions, insurers, and
so on [16]. The idea that the pressure exerted by these stakeholders conditions firms’ environmental
behaviour is widely agreed in the literature [6,8,16]. These ideas led to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Stakeholder pressure positively influences the level of pro-environmental change in the firm.

2.2.2. The Role of the Manager’s Expectations

The support and involvement of the company’s management team is essential for developing
proactive environmental strategies [4]. Top management’s role in this process is especially relevant
since their overall view enables them to detect possible environmental opportunities [13]. Recognising
this importance, several authors have considered managerial support as one of the determinants
of environmental proactivity ([13,29,31,33,53–57], among others). These authors have analysed
how company managers can allocate resources and collaborate to further efforts to reduce their
environmental impact. A firm’s managers’ perceptions and mental interpretations largely determine
how it responds to its natural environment [58]. Gonzalez-Benito and Gonzalez-Benito [4] also
propose a more ambitious perspective by establishing that the management’s beliefs, expectations and
perceptions can influence their own opinion on the pro-environmental change process.

Another viewpoint is that managers have become the focal point of external pressures because
their perceptions determine which stakeholders are worth considering above others [6,59,60].
Consequently, it is important to understand how stakeholder pressure is interpreted individually
when managerial action is analysed in terms of green investments. Following the approach of Fineman
and Clarke [6], who pioneeringly proposed that company managers play a major role in the process of
responding to stakeholders’ environmental pressures, there are some authors who have addressed the
role of managers in this process. Thus, some authors [55,61,62] consider that the implementation of
certain environmental strategies depends on whether the managers perceive environmental pressures
as opportunities or as threats. Thus, more recently, Garcés-Ayerbe et al. [16] suggest that this is
explained by managers’ cognitive perspectives. Proactive strategies will probably be adopted more
often when managers view them as an opportunity. However, if managers interpret these aspects as
mostly insignificant facts, or even as threats, passive or reactive strategies are the likely outcome.

In contrast, Schaltenbrand et al. [17] propose that the way managers react to stakeholder pressure
follows a selective perception. Managers design and configure environmental practices based on the
strength of the main stakeholder pressure on the company [43]. Finally, the effect of the pressures will
vary in importance depending on the managers’ objective conditions, such as their level of previous
experience [17], or subjective characteristics, such as their personal values [63] or their personal level of
environmental awareness [64,65]. Przychodzen et al. [66] have recently empirically demonstrated that
among managers the environmental decision-making process is more strongly motivated by subjective
characteristics, with objective factors playing only a supportive role.

Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that perspectives of improving competitiveness are highly
relevant when transforming stakeholder pressures into specific company actions [9]. When managers
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view pro-environmental change as a possible generator of competitive advantages as they expect to
cut costs, improve productivity, boost or consolidate market position, strengthen corporate image or
differentiate their company’s products, stakeholder pressure will be far more effective and promote
a higher level of this change. Based on these arguments the following hypotheses are proposed:

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The manager’s expectations of obtaining associated competitive advantages have a positive
influence on the firm’s level of pro-environmental change.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The manager’s expectations of obtaining associated competitive advantages mediate the
influence of stakeholder pressure on the firm’s level of pro-environmental change.

2.3. Barriers to Pro-Environmental Change

Although the perspective of barriers or obstacles to pro-environmental change has been studied
far less by the environmental management literature [20], it seems logical to analyse them together with
the drivers or factors promoting this change. One of the first studies that focused on discovering the
barriers firms come up against in change processes towards more environmentally-friendly positions
was conducted by Post and Altman [24]. Their work highlighted a catalogue of difficulties or barriers
that industrial firms faced when they tried to improve their environmental performance. The barriers
included those specific to each industry, which are similar for all the firms in the same industry, and
those specific to each organisation. This classification was established later in the literature through the
distinction between the firm’s internal and external barriers [18–23]. Internal barriers are directly and
specifically related to the firm and can be controlled by allocating the necessary resources. External
barriers cannot be controlled directly by the firm and they make it difficult to implement environmental
strategies in all the firms in the industry [23].

As shown in Table 1, some of the internal barriers to pro-environmental change most considered
in the literature are the lack of financial resources to implement environmental protection measures,
organisational difficulties in integrating them in the firm’s production cycle and/or structure, the lack
of specific knowledge on measures and processes to change and establish, and the lack of commitment
and attitude shown by the firm’s employees, including its management team (see [18–20,24,67]).

Table 1. Factors associated with the main internal barriers in the literature.

Internal Barrier Type Associated Factors Authors

Lack of economic resources

Lack of financing
[18,20,21,23,68–80]Prioritisation of other investments

Presence of sunk costs

Organisational difficulty

Complexity of the production system

[20,68,72,81]Aversion to change

Excessive organisational complexity

Static organisational culture

Lack of knowledge and internal resources

Lack of knowledge of measures
[20,23,68,73,75,78]HR with no specialised training

Lack of knowledge of process & advantages

Lack of employee commitment

Lack of management team’s commitment

[1,18–20,24,73,74,76,78,82]Lack of environmental responsibility

Lack of motivation

Lack of leadership in management team

External barriers are related to the environment and they are usually associated with a lack
of accessible and affordable infrastructures, technologies, and information to make headway in the
pro-environmental change process and a rigid, complex, and changing regulatory pressure [18].
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These barriers highlight that flexible regulations are preferable as they enable the development of
the technological and environmental services sector and the adaptation of companies to changing
environments. In contrast, although the regulation has been viewed as a driver, when it is
excessively rigid and suffocates firms with inordinate complexity and bureaucratic processes, it entails
many difficulties [18,19,21,22,24,71,74,77,79,80,83]. Lastly, the lack of technological development and
available information in some industrial contexts is highly risky and makes it difficult for companies
interested in implementing environmentally-responsible processes [18,19,24,70,73,74,79,82,84]. The last
hypotheses in our paper are based on the arguments we have reviewed:

Hypothesis 4a (H4a). Internal barriers have a negative influence on the level of pro-environmental change in
the company.

Hypothesis 4b (H4b). External barriers have a negative influence on the level of pro-environmental change in
the company.

3. Empirical Study

3.1. Sample

The analysed population comprises firms in Aragon (Spain) with at least five employees operating
in sectors that often use technologies in their production process classified as best available techniques
defined by the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre. This condition was chosen to channel
the study towards firms with more environmental impact within the studied business fabric as these
firms are more likely to apply pro-environmental change processes. The questionnaire was targeted
at environmental managers within the firms or their director, if no such managers existed. The prior
literature was used to design a questionnaire that can measure the pro-environmental change process
within the firm in the last two years and drivers and barriers in that process. The questionnaire was
validated by a panel of experts.

A total of 2996 surveys were sent by email in June 2013. The surveys were sent out again
three months later and the response process was monitored by telephone. Finally, a sample of
303 observations was obtained, which indicates a response rate of 10.11%. This is similar to the
rate obtained in other previous studies on the issue.

3.2. Variables

3.2.1. Pro-Environmental Change Stage

To measure pro-environmental change, we selected 12 indicators referring to specific
pro-environmental change practices performed by companies in the last three years in four general
areas: processes, products, management and the supply chain. The time reference of the last
three years was used to try to ascertain change in each of these four dimensions towards more
environmentally-advanced positions. These 12 indicators were measured using Likert scales from 0–10.
The use of Likert scales as a measurement method is very common in the reviewed empirical literature
that conducts surveys to obtain information (e.g., [17,43,44]). The authors in that literature mostly use
Likert scales based on five or seven categories of intensity. However, 11-point scales (e.g., [85–87])
or scales with even more points (e.g., [20]), have often been used recently to seek a higher degree of
variability in the answers and validity in the empirical results. In addition, in the Spanish context,
the use of a scale with rating points from 0 to 10 is more usual (for example school and university
grades, academic marks, social surveys, film or book ratings, etc.). Respondents expressed their
opinion on each of the statements they were given (Appendix A). In this case, the value 0 referred to
non-application of the individual measure detailed in the statement and 10 to the maximum application
of the individual measure. Two indices for each of these individual indicators were calculated: one on
scope (if the individual measure was implemented or not, 1 versus 0) and the other on intensity
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in the described action (score using a scale of 0–10). Two indices were also calculated for each of
the four general indicators for pro-environmental practices in process, products, management, and
distribution channels: one on scope (how many of the three individual measures were adopted in
the specific area using a scale of 0 to 3) and the other on intensity in the described general action
(score using the average value in scales of 0 to 10 of each of the three individual measures considered
in the area).

A group cluster analysis was performed after obtaining these indices. Following the methodological
purpose of Garcés-Ayerbe et al. [39], this analysis included the level of application (intensity) and the
level of the extent (scope) of the pro-environmental change measures applied by companies in their
production cycles. The variable resulting from the cluster analysis enables us to classify companies
into four groups. Each group corresponds to a stage in the pro-environmental change process. We start
with group 1, where there is virtually no evidence of applying measures (very low values in scope and
intensity) and go up to group 4, where very high values of average intensity and of scope in applying
the measures were observed. Groups 2 and 3 obtained intermediate positions with more intensity and
scope in the latter.

3.2.2. Antecedents of Pro-Environmental Change

Three types of pro-environmental change antecedents were operationalized in this study,
two driver types and one barrier type. The drivers considered include stakeholder pressure and
managers’ expectations of perceived competitive advantages (Table 2).

Table 2. Antecedents of the pro-environmental change stage.

X SD λ A

Stakeholder Pressure

Stakeholder pressure 4.24 3.08 0.84 0.65
Intention to comply with current regulations 6.90 2.83 0.84

Manager’s Perception of Competitive Advantages

Expectation of cost saving 6.74 2.96 0.73 0.78
Expectation of improving productivity/profitability 6.46 3.07 0.82
Expectation of improving/consolidating market position 6.02 3.19 0.86
Expectation of improving corporate image 6.79 2.93 0.82
Expectation of product differentiation 6.14 3.38 0.87

Internal Barriers

Lack of financial resources 6.60 2.96 0.81 0.62
Organisational difficulties and/or difficulties with employees 4.15 2.99 0.81

External Barriers

Regulatory complexity 5.13 3.00 0.91 0.78
Lack of information on measures to adopt 5.21 2.93 0.91

Note: Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin KMO Tests > 0.6 and Bartlett’s test of sphericity significant at 0% in all cases.

Two indicators in the questionnaire were considered to measure stakeholder pressure: stakeholder
pressure, in general, and regulatory pressure, in particular. Five indicators were selected to measure
managers’ perception of the possibility of obtaining competitive advantages with pro-environmental
change. These indicators refer to the fact that managers’ perception of obtaining or improving their
competitive advantages in costs or differentiation had helped pro-environmental change measures
be adopted within the company. The perception of barriers to pro-environmental change is based on
four indicators. These indicators refer to whether the manager had perceived the existence of internal
or external barriers that would have curbed the company’s wishes to implement pro-environmental
change measures. Each is measured using a Likert 0–10 scale, which respondents used to express their
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opinion on the sections in the questionnaire. In each case, the value 0 referred to non-relevance of
the aspect considered in the statement given in the questionnaire and 10 to maximum relevance of
this aspect.

The three-dimensional structure of these 11 variables was analysed. We obtained evidence of each
antecedent being one-dimensional (Table 2), indicating that stakeholder pressure and expectations of
competitive advantages perceived by the managers, as well as the barriers, should be considered as
independent variables.

3.2.3. Barriers of Pro-Environmental Change

Barriers that have curbed pro-environmental change were measured by four items (Table 2).
These items referred to whether internal or external barriers that would have curbed the company’s
wishes to implement pro-environmental change measures had been perceived. Prior studies that
had analysed barriers in environmental issues within firms were considered for these indicators
(see the specific section within the theoretical framework).

3.3. Analysis

A simultaneous equation model between the cluster groups, the drivers, and barriers of
pro-environmental change was estimated and assessed to test the theoretical model and attain the
objectives of our study. The methodological approximation is specified in structural equation models.
This statistical approach enables us to obtain, test, and estimate structural models on the basis of
robust statistics with missing data and non-normality [88–91]. In addition, this method allows for
robust testing of the mediation effects purposed in H3, decomposing between total, direct, and indirect
mediation effects [92]. In this research we used the delta method to compute the standard errors of the
indirect effects [89,92]. The estimation method is the full information maximum likelihood (FIML) and
the program used is MPLUS (Version 8, Muthén & Muthén, Los Angeles, CA, USA) [89].

4. Results

For the purposes of contrasting the above-described hypotheses, a simultaneous equation model
was estimated with two degrees of freedom, using the cluster groups generated as a dependent
variable. The model’s goodness-of-fit statistics enabled us not to reject the relationship structure
between the variables. Consequently, the individual significance of the estimated parameters was
analysed (Table 3).

Table 3. Results of the structural models.

Stakeholder
Pressure

Manager’s Perception of
Competitive Advantages

Internal
Barriers

External
Barriers R2

Direct Effects

Manager’s Perception of Competitive Advantages 0.497 *** (0.052) 0.247

Pro-environmental Change Stage 0.215 ** (0.069) 0.421 *** (0.064) 0.024
(0.071)

−0.054
(0.070) 0.313

Total Indirect Effects

Pro-environmental Change Stage 0.209 *** (0.042)

Total Effects

Pro-environmental Change Stage 0.424 *** (0.060)

Note: Goodness-of-fit indices: χ2(1) = 2.983 (p-value = 0.22); Root Mean Square Error of Approximation
(RMSEA) = 0.047; Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) = 0.031; Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = 0.992.
Standard errors between brackets. ** Significant at 0.001; *** Significant at 0.000.

A general overview of the model diagram with the results of the structural models is shown
in Figure 1. Firstly, the coefficient measuring the direct effect of stakeholder pressure in the
pro-environmental change level is positive and significant (0.215, p-value < 0.001), so we cannot
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reject H1. H2 cannot be rejected either since the coefficient relating the perception of competitive
advantages with pro-environmental change is positive and significant (0.421, p-value < 0.000).
If we consider the indirect effects of stakeholder pressure on the level of pro-environmental
change, through managers’ perception of obtaining competitive advantages, the coefficient is also
significant and positive (0.209, p-value < 0.000). This result is also in line with our theoretical proposal,
which means we cannot reject our mediation hypothesis contained in H3. Lastly, the coefficient
showing the effect of external barriers on the level of pro-environmental change is negative, but not
significant (−0.054, p-value > 0.005); in the case of internal barriers the coefficient is also not significant
(0.024, p-value > 0.005); therefore, we are forced to reject H4a and H4b in this study.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

The way firms impact on their natural environment is changing to respond to the way in which
stakeholder requirements are also changing. Pressure from regulators and other stakeholders directly
or indirectly related to firms has conditioned the environmental strategy of firms and improved their
environmental performance. Managers have also realised that this improvement can be accompanied
by a better economic performance. The expectations of this win-win situation is an additional incentive
to make headway in the pro-environmental change process. However, attaining advanced or proactive
positions in the pro-environmental change process is not without difficulties and problems that can
curb their implementation or slow down their development. In this study, we offer empirical evidence
that furthers our knowledge of firms’ environmental behaviour by means of an integrated analysis of
some of their determinants. Our objective with this study was to analyse some of the main drivers
fostering pro-environmental change within firms, and also some of the main barriers that curb this
process. The overall aim is to integrate these drivers with the effect of the manager’s expectations of
competitive advantages arising from pro-environmental change.

In general, our results confirm the ideas previously established in the literature. However, we have
obtained some results that allow us to advance in the state of knowledge on the topic and are worthy of
discussion. As was to be expected, and consistent with the previous literature (e.g., [4,7,8]), stakeholders
exert direct pressure that has a positive influence on environmental decisions and their level of
productivity. Our results confirm, therefore, that pro-environmental change is preceded and promoted
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by external and internal stimuli, namely pressure from regulators and other stakeholders. Furthermore,
consistent with the approaches of selective perception [17] and cognitive perception [16], our results
show that the perception of managers receiving these pressures conditions the proactive level of
the response. They can interpret external demands and pressures as opportunities depending on
the expectations of obtaining competitive advantages, which they associate with the measures to
be implemented. This interpretation, therefore, determines the response to stakeholders. Consistent
with this consideration, our results confirm that there is an indirect effect of stakeholder pressure
on the level of pro-environmental change through managers’ perceptions of the economic benefit of
these changes. In other words, pressure is more likely to transform into measures to improve the
environment when these measures are interpreted as an opportunity to improve the firm’s competitive
position. Lastly, although managers recognised both internal and external barriers as associated
with the pro-environmental change process, the results on whether these barriers prevent or slow
development towards advanced environmental positions was not conclusive. The managers of the
firms we analysed detected barriers, as previously highlighted by other authors (e.g., [20,24]). However,
these barriers are overcome and do not effectively hinder pro-environmental change.

Based on the results of this research, the pro-environmental change process is guided by
a decision-making process in which several factors are considered. This process can change and
adapt to a series of factors that include stakeholder pressure, economic expectations arising from the
measures to be applied, and barriers the firm comes across as it transitions towards a pro-environmental
status. Our results help us to further the knowledge of the factors influencing environmental progress
in firms, thus covering research gaps that have not yet been explored in depth and highlighting the role
of management interpretations of environmental issues. The results we have obtained are useful for
business management practitioners as they clarify some of the main factors determining environmental
proactivity. The firm should understand the importance of stakeholders as environmental change
forcers. When environmental pressures are high, the response process can be facilitated by managers
studying and understanding any possible associated competitive advantages since this can act as
an incentive. The results of this research are of interest for managers that perceive barriers and
obstacles associated with the pro-environmental change process as it highlights that most companies
overcome these barriers. As seen, although the barriers are detectable, they cannot offer an effective
consequence in the pro-environmental change process. Therefore, firms interested in starting or
advancing in the pro-environmental change process should pay more attention to possible advantages
and less to associated difficulties. Policy-makers can also benefit from the contributions made by this
study. They are responsible for seeking and fostering situations in which companies can improve
their environmental strategy and thus control and reduce their impact on the natural environment.
Our model shows the importance of creating win-win situations in firms so that managers have
a positive opinion of pro-environmental change and stakeholder pressure throughout the firm is
far more effective. They should adjust their environmental policies to show the opportunities of
pro-environmental strategies and to put managers in the spotlight. If policy-makers can disseminate
the advantages of pro-environmental change among managers (using successful case studies from other
firms, for example), a new situation can be generated. This situation can satisfy all parties involved in
the process, since the firm and its managers can improve the firm’s competitive and environmental
position and policy-makers can control and improve the environmental saturation scheme.

Despite its contributions and interesting results, our work has some limitations, although
these pave the way for future lines of research. Firstly, the data supporting our work come from
a geographically limited area and they are perceptual data that are not devoid of subjectivity since
they were obtained using a questionnaire. Secondly, more detail in defining and studying the items on
pressure exerted by various stakeholder types would have enabled us to determine how managers’
responses differ for each of them. Undoubtedly, these lines of research will be followed by new studies
since pro-environmental change is a subject of great interest in firms in the twenty-first century.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Indicators of pro-environmental change.

Pro-Environmental Change to What Extent in the Last Three Years a

PRC Pro-environmental practices in processes:

Prc_1 Have you installed new low-consumption (water, materials, power, heating, etc.)
or low-environmental-impact equipment/devices/machinery?

Prc_2 Have you changed procedures or operative methods to reduce consumption of resources and/or
energy or reduce the environmental impact?

Prc_3 Have you applied new measures to correct generated pollutants (waste purifiers, processors or
recycling, filters, storage systems, etc.)?

PRD Pro-environmental practices in products:

Prd_1 Have you changed the design of products or components to reduce the use of materials and
resources and/or replace them with other less-polluting materials and resources (eco-design)?

Prd_2 Have you changed the design of your products to facilitate their recycling or reutilisation?

Prd_3 Have you considered new environmental criteria in the design and/or manufacture of containers,
packaging, etc. (eco-design)?

MAN Pro-environmental practices in management:

Man_1 Have you spent new resources on training/increasing awareness of employees in relation to
environmental issues and/or innovation?

Man_2 Have you re-designed job descriptions to improve the company’s environmental impact?

Man_3 Have you appointed people to be responsible for environmental affairs in the company?

SDCH Pro-environmental practices in the supply and distribution channels:

Sdch_1 Have you adopted new measures in stock supply and management systems aimed at improving
the company’s environmental impact?

Sdch_2 Have you adopted new measures in distribution and marketing systems aimed at improving the
company’s environmental impact?

Sdch_3 Have you changed product labelling/instructions to reflect environmental aspects or inform
consumers about appropriate waste disposal methods?

a Likert scale from 0 to 10.
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